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FINDING
FraudAction Intelligence researchers have traced multiple Fraud-as-a-Service websites
operated by Russian-speaking cybercriminals that are being shared and advertised on fraud
forums. These websites offer a wide variety of fraud services and goods that are usually seen
in underground marketplaces and fraud forums.
The majority of websites display a description of the service, terms of use, price list and
contact details. Many websites also have sections with reviews of the service, job offerings and
sponsorship. Some even have a virtual customer service representative, which is up to par with
the latest customer support trend.

Following are the main offerings observed:



Cashout services: bank accounts, funds transfers, gift cards, e-Wallets and more
Account takeover services (social media, webmail services, instant-messaging programs,
etc.)



Malware, trojans and exploit kits for sale



Proxy, VPN and hosting services



Digital currency exchange



Fake documents for sale



DDoS services
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Figure 1: digital
currency exchange
website with virtual
customer service
representative
Supported currencies:
Bitcoin, BTC-E,
Advanced Cash, Qiwi,
YandexMoney, OKPAY,
PerfectMoney, Payeer,
Capitalist, EXMO,
Promsvyazbank,
Oschadbank, Paxum,
KoronaPay

Figure 2: main page of
a website that offers a
hacking service for
“VKontakte”, main
Russian social network
Main Page | Pricing List
| Terms of Use | Orders
| Reviews | Contact Us
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Figure 3: website that
offers cashout services
of fund transfers

Cashout Fund Transfers
We work 24/7

About us – we cashout
fund transfers in
different countries. The
money can be sent both
to our drops or to
yours. We cash out any
amount in Portugal,
Czech Republic and

Cashout in Europe and

Greece; we also cash

Israel – from $1000.

out in Israel.

A code for some fund

Cashout on short

transfer providers

notice. 1-2 hours from

enables cashout from

the moment we receive

any point around the

the details.

world (price will be

We will give you a
guarantee.

discussed separately).
We don’t mind what the
source of the funds is.

Prices:
Transfers to your drops
in certain fund transfer
providers – 50% from
the amount of your
transfer.
Transfers to our drops
in Europe – 30%.
Transfers to your drops
in Europe – 50%.
Transfers with secret
code will be discussed.
We will provide you
with a reference
number.

We are always happy to
cooperate with anyone
who has access to fund
transfer systems.
We pay for insider
information about the
systems.

Contact details
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Figure 4: website that
offers fake document
scans for sale

Main Page | Samples |
Pricing List | Online
Shop | PSD Templates |
Methods | Photoshop |
Reviews | Commercial

Passport Scans Shop
Our service offers a
wide varity of passport
scans in different
formats and complexity
levels. You may order
passport scans with
other related documents
and choose the gender,
the age, the country,
the city, etc.
No photoshop! We sell
only real and valid
scans.

Price List:
Passport scan - $1
Passport scan +
registration - $2
Passport scan +
registration + another
document - $3
Photo holding the
passport - $3
Photo holding the
passport + passport
scan - $4
Photo holding the
passport + passport
scan + registration - $5
Photo holding the
passport + passport
scan + registration +
another document - $6

Payment Methods:
Yandex Money, Qiwi,
WebMoney, PerfectMoney,
Bitcoin
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Figure 5: pricing list in
a website selling exploit
kits

Pricing List:
Word Exploit CVE-2015
- $1.200/M
Excel Exploit CVE-2015
- $1,100/M
Powerpoint Exploit CVE2015 - $1,100/M
PDF Exploit CVE-2015 $1,100/M

Figure 6: a website
that offers different
proxy services

Buy Proxy | Proxy List |
Free Proxy | Reviews |
API | Articles | Get
Access
Get Access to all 3071
proxy from 11 Rubles
per day
Updates for non private
proxy lists HTTP(S)/
SOCKS4/ SOCKS5
Online proxy statistics
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Figure 7:
advertisement for a
website that offers
hacking services and
courses
Professional hacking to
order – webmail
services, social media,
skype
- Hacking training
- It takes us from 5
minutes to 5 days to
hack
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CONCLUSIONS
As far as FraudAction Intelligence researchers have observed, the phenomenon of Fraud-as-aService websites is unique to the Russian-speaking underground, whereas cybercriminals from
other regions promote their services through traditional channels, such as fraud forums and
underground marketplaces. It can be attributed to the professionalism of Russian-speaking
cybercriminals who treat their fraud activity as a regular business and are highly customer
service oriented.
While the use of websites for Fraud-as-a-Service offerings is not new, FraudAction Intelligence
researchers have definitely observed a significant increase in the presence and advancement of
such sites.
The advanced websites give the criminals absolute independence and assist them to fully
control each and every aspect of their operation. They are not subject to any rule or regulation
that some fraud forums and underground marketplaces enforce. In addition, this platform is
very user-friendly for the potential customers, since the information is organized in a
convenient and familiar way and usually the orders can be purchased quickly through the
website. As a result, both the seller and the buyer save time and allow a faster development of
fraud activities.
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ABOUT RSA
RSA offers business-driven security solutions that uniquely link business context with security incidents to help
organizations manage risk and protect what matters most. RSA solutions are designed to effectively detect and
respond to advanced attacks; manage user identities and access; and, reduce business risk, fraud, and cybercrime.
RSA protects millions of users around the world and helps more than 90% of the Fortune 500 companies thrive in an
uncertain, high risk world. For more information, go to rsa.com.
ABOUT RSA FRAUDACTION
RSA FraudAction is a managed threat intelligence service which provides global organizations with 24x7 protection
and shutdown against phishing, malware, rogue mobile apps and other cyber attacks that impact their business.
Supported by 150 analysts in RSA’s Anti-Fraud Command Center, the RSA FraudAction service analyzes millions of
potential threats every day and has enabled the shutdown of more than one million cyber attacks.
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